Transmission performance of a wavelength and NRZ-to-RZ format conversion with pulsewidth tunability by combination of SOA- and fiber-based switches.
An all-optical signal processing scheme coupling wavelength conversion and NRZ-to-RZ data format conversion with pulsewidth tunability into one by combination of SOA- and fiber-based switches, is experimentally demonstrated, and its transmission performance is investigated. An 1558 nm NRZ data signal is converted to RZ data format at 1546 nm with widely tunable pulsewidth from 20 % to 80 % duty cycle at the bit-rate of 10 Gb/s. The investigation on transmission performance of the converted RZ signals at each different pulsewidth is carried out over various standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) links up to 65 km long without dispersion compensation. The results clarify a significant improvement on transmission performance of converted signal in comparison with the conventional NRZ signal through tunable pulsewidth management and show the existence of an optimal pulsewidth for the RZ data format at each transmission distance with particular cumulative dispersion. The optimal pulsewidths of the converted RZ signal and its corresponding power penalties against the NRZ signal are also investigated in different SSMF links.